COLOR-MATIC B

**FEATURES**
- PC Control
- Low/no dust
- Lower dosages than liquid
- Over 800 pre-programmed color recipes
- Database storage for additional color recipes
- Batch history stored for a variety of reports
- Four interior storage hoppers
- ~1000 lb Super Sack Delivery
- Use Bags or Buckets

**SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS**
- Runs on standard 120V, 15 Amp power
- 80 PSI clean dry air
- Internet for online support

**QUICK**
- Easy-to-Use Computer
- Custom Color Capabilities
- Reduces inventory to 4 colors

**CONVENIENT**
- Small footprint
- Available on demand
- Computer accurate to .1 lb

**PROFITABLE**
- Lower overhead
- Reduced inventory
- Space-saving design